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. NEBRASKA. 
FARM 'BUILDINGS DATA 
The Material givEmon the' {ollowing pages was selected from 
United.States·,Census'data for the years indicated. 
It has been arranged to permit analysis and comparison of 
. . . . 
. buiiding trends since 1900, both in .. the state. and in individual 
cotirities. Such a study often ,revea.ls areas 'in which effective 
'educational programs could be developed and indicates the phases 
'ot such progr8.Il1s which are needed most. 
Unfortunately, complete 1945 figures are not available yet, 
bu.t,space has been left for them so that they may be added when 
r.eleasEild by the Census Bureau, 
by 
R. M. Loper 
Extension Agricultural Engineer 
1946 
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NUMBER OF FARMS 
Fluctuation in the number of farms since the start of the century 
reflects economic trends, drouth effects and the results of increasing 
mechanization, particularly since 1935. 
The 1945 figures also show the influence of land taken out of pro-
duct'ion for use as 'air bases, ordnance plants and ammuili tion depots. No 
doubt some of this' will be returned eventually to agricultural uses. Since 
the bui1.d~ngs were removed from this land during the war some new sets 
probably. wll,l 'be construc,ted when individual ownership is obtained again. 
, ", ... , .. . . . 
Such activities present excellent o p;portuni ties for develo,ping farmsteads 
efficientl.Y.and· attractively arranged; buildings designed to meet present 
day agricultural needs but still flexible eno~gh to permit possible future 
changes without undue cost; and the design and construction of homes which 
contri but~ 't~ "~at1sfactory farm living. 
. . 
.. It is possible that, with the increase in irrigation, some farms will 
become smaller rather than larger. ~uch farms may need buildings of a 
slightly different type and offer an opportunity for extension agents to 
provide worthwhile service for their cooperators in helping analyze building 
needs. Similar analysis of building requirements for dry land farms would 
also be of value. 
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NUMBER OF FWfS 
.. 
NEBRASKA. 121 11211 12Q,,678 124,.417 127,,7~4 12Q.4»8 l"H h1h 1n .o6~ 111 qq6' 
Antelope 1,745 1,952 2,083 Z,231 2,154 2,184 1,940 1,,90C 
Boone 1,624 1,821 1,859 1,915 1,985 2,037 1,672 1,57~ 
Burt 1,601 1,510 1,417 1,577 1,569 1,602 1,508 1,47c 
" Cedar 1,731 2,041 2,064 2,248 2,193 2,283 2,100 2,07~ . 
Colfax 1,451 4,356 1.392 1,362 1,393 1,462 1,416 1,37C 
Cuming 1,857 1,819 1,859 1,855 1,943 1,936 1,925 1,922 
Dakota 743 787 740 842 844 846 775 766 
Dixon 1,408 1,404 1,441 1,462 1,530 1,527 1,475 1,451 
Dodge 1,830 1,755 1,794 1,845 1,878 1,921 1,793 1,846 
Knox 2,141 2,228 2,407 2,665 2,632 2,704 2,464 2,251 
Madison 1,703 1,777 1,647 1,832 1,986 2,010 1,874 1,855 
Merrick 1,291 1,279 1.364 1,474 1,390 1,402 1,238 1,161 
Nance 1,142 1,067 1,102 1,156 1,197 1,216 961 89it 
Pierce 1,215 1,422 1,381 1,631 1,602 1,651 1,601 1,551 
Platte 2,124 2,146 2,131 2,141 2,174 2,323 2,094 2,072, 
stanton 1,123 1,137 1,151 1,189 1,225 1,249 1,218 1,185 
Thurston 885 1,100 1,105 996 1,234 1,289 1,100 1,00? 
, 
.-
Washington 1,572 1,629 1,488 1,468 1,612 1,637 1,577 1,499 
Wayne 1,401 1,408 1,287 1,393 1,482 1,523 1,451 1,425: 
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:BUILDING VALUES 
The question,o-f:how.:wchcan be invested safely in farm buildings has 
never been an.swered,,·too .. :'sat1sfactorily. The general rules used in determining in-
dllstrial building investments conta~~ many fa.,ctor s, not present in farm business. 
The reverse also is truE) ltJ\td.economls:ts are at'tempting to develop a formula which 
would serv~ asaguide s,o 'that rural, building investments may be kept within safe 
,.limits~ " ... ',' , '".: . 
, r'. 
',;'. "i.nl;l,nal:~g1sof :past expenditures shows that, for the state, there has been 
rather a steady increase"in the pe~centage of the over-all investment devoted to 
buildings d,ur.ing:'theias.tJOyear's. County figures do not all show this same trend 
.", nor is the percentage as' large in the ranch area as in the general-purpose farming 
districts. 
~~e.investmen:.t ~;n buildings Il'IU.st be kept wi thin the earning capacity of 
tfLe fa.rlIi.' Ov~r-bu.ild.ing, WUl jeopardi.ze the entire business but under-building also 
" c.ontains certa.:inhaza..rd,s~, '" :8uildlngsde,signed to increase the efficiency of oper-
. '~tions. to protect ti:V~,I?'t~~~and far'rn prod1+ce from the elements, and to reduce main-
tenance cost~ to a low' figure'caii return, greater "inter'est on the investment than 
structures poorlyplanri~d. .• ,~arelesdybuilt and inconveniently located. 
The f~~' house US1l8.11y is .co,nsidered· as consuming approximately 50% of the 
total building investment. This amoun:t may seem out of line in cases where a highly 
specialized type of farming requires 1ar.ger t~naverage building inves·tment. The 
dwelling is an integra.i'w~ of the physical -plant of the farm. It cannot be con-
sidered as a sep~a,te, 'Uni,t but.neither.shou1di t be ignored when planning the other 
buildings. " " . 
. ! 
Houses planned ~6 fit the needs of farm families, soundly built and equip-
ped with modern conveniences, can increase the efficiency of the families occupying 
them as well as adding to the attractiveness of farm life. 
In cases where the income from the land, over a period of years, is in-
sufficient to support an adequate set of buildings, a change in farming methods. the 
acquisition of more land, or a change of operators would seem advisable. 
While census figures need not be considered an exact guide-post for future 
expenditures they do offer proof that enormous sums will be spent by farm families 
on farm improvements. Values given in census figures are considered by economists 
as 50% of the replacement cost. The average life of all farm buildings, as con~ 
structed in Nebraska, is assumed to be approximately 30 years. Certain buildings 
will last longer but many will be useful only for a shorter period of time. The 30 
year average is for all kinds and types. 
. :By using these relationships and the building valuations as given in the 
1930 and 1940 census, the following expenditures for new buildings probably would 
have been made if the drouth and war had not occurred: 
For 1930: 446 1239.222 x 2 = $29,769.281 
30 
For 1940: 256.153.804 x 2 = $17,116.920 
30 
Average: $23,443. 100 
- 5 -
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:BUILDINC}"VALUES - CONTID. 
,. :,' ,,:,N~,:,4~llbt,::·t~ere:;i.,s,,'a,:t~l1denCYt on the part of both farmers and evaluators, 
to "over-value ,~Jli}l§.s i:n.t1pl~ of :plenty and under-value them when financial cond'Ulon~ 
are" 'straine4.Thel9:30 .. ~c\ ,1940 figures offer good comparisons as they represent :: 
cond.itlons' 'a:t tile p'egi~n~ng; and end of an abnormal per'iod. 
Farm buildings in Nebraska. are, for the most part, in a bad state of re-
pair. ManY.are at. ,the, -end of their normal life' span while others have had deterio-
ratlon hast~.zWd.by ;tack of maintenance. 
• .! • • ~ • 
The' $23.,443,100 average of the expenditure: neeaed for nw'buildings alone,' 
probably is much lower than what will be spent annually for the next few years. 
Lack of maintenance for over a decade has amplified the problem to a point where it 
seems reasonable to expect an expenditure of over twice this amouiltfor 'new build-
ings.'An equal or even greater amount probably will be spent on remodeiing'and re-
pai~. The total amount ~or ,both new structures and the repair of old ones will re-
present the largest capital; inv9stment many Nebraska farmers will make in their life,:" 
times, exclusive of that made for the .land itself. 
Mistakes in buiidings cannot be erased as easily as mistakes in some other 
types of purchases •.. Carefu.l : planning ahead of construction will pay big dividends. 
The present materials shor·tage. of,fers an excellent opportunity for a thorough study 
of each farmls building n~eds. ' Extension agents can be of great assistance. to local 
farmers by discussing ,with them and local materials dealers the types andsizS's of 
buildings best suited to the needs of their farms. 
, . 'r.i ": ' 
. .. j 
, . 
. ; 
, . 
... '" 
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BUILDING VALUES - OOLLARS 
NEBRASKA 
Year Land & Bldgs. A11'Blg,gs. ~ Dwellings ~ 
1900 $ 577,660,020 $ 91.054,120 15.76 $ 45,527,060 50.0 
1910 1,813.346,935 198,807,622 10.95 99, 403,811 50.0 
t. 
1920 3, 712,107, 760 381,885,420 10.29 190.942,710 50.0 
" 2,524,073,626 199,140,861 1925 ·398,281,722 15.79 50.0 
1930 2,495,203,071 446,539,222 17,81 222.568,739 49.8** 
1935 1,562,812,974 242.704.854* 15·53* 121,352.427 50.0 
1940 1,137,808,019 256,753.804 22.56 128,376.902 50.0 
1945 
'" No "Al1 lluildings" figure given in 1935 census. Percentage of other years 
averaged a.nd 15.53% of uLand &nd Buildings U taken as an estimate. 
*'" Actual "Dwelling" values given only in 1935 data. 
ANTELOPE COUNTY 
Year Land & Bldgs. All B1dgs. ~ Dwellings ~ 
1900 7,185,000 1, 235? 550 17.20 617,775 50.0 
1910 25,436.966 3,028, 26 5 11·90 1.514,133 50.0 
1920 6q,663? 417 7,250,220 
'" 
11.95 3,625.110 50,0 
1925 39.588,948 6,962.475 17.59 3,481.238 50.0 
~\ 
1930 35. 043.872 7,153,840 20.41 3.321.270 46.43 
1935 19,608,474 
1940 12,978,548 3,600,900 27.75 1,800,450 50.0 
1945 
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BUILDING VALUES - DOLLARS 
NE13RASKA 
Year Land & B1d~s. All B1d~sl. ~ Dwe1lin~s ~ 
1900 $ 577.660.020 $ 91,054,120 15.76 $ 45,527,060 50.0 
".' 
1910 1,813.346 ,935 198,807,622 10.95 99, 403,811 50.0 
1920 3,712,107,760 381 ,885,420 10.29 190,942,710 50.0 
1925 2,524,073,626 398.281,722 15.79 199.140,861 50.0 
1930 2,495,203,071 446,539,222 17.81 222,568,739 49.8*~ 
1935 1,562,812,974 242.704,854* 15.53* 121,352,427 50.0 
1940 1,137.808,019 256,753,804 22.56 128,376,902 50.0 
1945 
* No "All Buildings" figure given in 1935 census. Percentage of other years 
averaged and 15.53% of "Land and Buildings U taken as an estimate. 
** Actual II Dwelling 1\ values given only in 1935 data. 
BOONE COUNTY 
Year Land & Bldgs. All B1d~s. ~ \ Dwellings ~ 
1900 8~367,190 1,222,480 14,61 611,240 50•0 
1910 21~~580,075 3,176, 405 11.11 1?588•203 50.0 
t, 1920 65.388,198 6,803~953 10~41 3,401,977 50.0 
1925 42,031,802 7, 243,800 17,23 3,621,900 50.0 
1930 38,335,290 8,106,985 21.15 3,961,170 48.86 
1935 22,219,882 
1940 13,068,919 3,852,155 29.48 1,926,078 50.0 
I 
1945 
-8~ 
BUILDING VALUES - DOLLARS 
NEBRASKA 
Year Land & nliks. All Bldis. % Dwelling % 
1900 $ 577,660,020 $ 91~054,120 15.76 $ 45.527.060 50.0 
'" 
1910 1,813,346,935 198.807.622 10.95 99, 403,811 50.0 
1920 3.712,107.760 381,885.420 10.29 190.942,710 50.0 
d 
1925 2.524,073.626 398.281,722 15.79 199.140,861 50.0 
1930 2.495,203,071 446.539.222 17.81 222.568,739 49.8"'''' 
1935 1,562,812,974 242,704.854* 15.53* 121,352,427 50.0 
1940 1.137.808,019 256.753.804 22.56 128,376,902 50.0 
1945 
... No nAll Buildingsl1 figure given in 1935 census. Percenta.ge of other yea.rs 
averaged and 15.53% of "Land and Buildings" taken as an estimate. 
"'* Actual "Dwelling" values given only in 1935 data. 
BURT COUNTY 
Year Land & B+~s. All Bldgs. ~ Dweilings ~ 
1900 10,247,420 1,lt99,93° 14,64 749.96'5 50.0 
1910 26,170,302 2,835.335 10.83 1,417,668 50.0 
" 
1920 64,721,525 5,895,170 9.11 2!947,585 50.0 
1925 40,029,630 5,136,985 12.83 2.568.493 50.0 
.J 
1930 40,210,194 6,660,630 16.56 3. 165,615 47.53 
1935 30,286,708 
1940 18,708,439 4,625,952 24.73 2,312.976 50.0 
1945 
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BUILDING VALUES .. DOLLARS 
UEBRASKA 
Year Land & Bldgs. All, Bldgs. ~ Dwelline;s % 
1900 $ 577,660,020 $ 91,054,120 15.76 $ 45,527,060 50.0 
1910 1, 813,346 ,935 198,807,6Z2 10.95 99,403,811 50.0 
I, 
1920 3,712~107,760 381,885.420 10,29 190,942,710 50.0 
" 1925 2,524,073,626 199,140,861 50.0 398,281,722 15.79 
1930 2,495,203,071 446,539,222 17.81 222,568,739 49.8"" 
1935 1,562,812,974 242,704,854* 15.53'" 121,352,427 50.0 
1940 1,137,808,019 256,753,804 22.56 128 , 376 , 902 50.0 
1945 
'" No "All Buildings" figure given in 1935 census. Percentage of other years 
averaged and 15.53% of "Land and Buildings" taken as an estimate. 
*'" Actual "Dwelling" values given only in 1935 data. 
CEDAR COUNTY 
Ye§,r Land & Bldgs. All Bldgs. ~ Dwellings ~ 
1900 9,809,620 1.359,100 13.85 679,550 50.0 
1910 33,295,240 3,606,173 10.83 1,803,087 50.0 
1920 79,693.006 8,479.245 
" 
10.64 4,239,623 50.0 
1925 52,803,180 8,7Ql,500 16.48 4,350,750 50.0 
1930 45,°32,726 9,712,085 21·57 4,457,415 45.90 
1935 27,750,195 
1940 20, 103,498 5,882,}62 29.26 2,941,181 50.0 
1945 
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:BUILDING VALUES - DOLLARS 
NE:BRASKA 
Year Land & B1dgs. All :Bldgs. % Dwellings % 
1900 $ 577.660,020 $ 91,054,120 15.76 $ 45,527,060 50.0 
1910 
I, 
1,813,346,935 198,807,622 10,95 99,403,811 50.0 
1920 3.712,107.760 381,885,420 10.29 190,942,710 50.0 
.. 
1925 2,524,073.626 398,281.722 15.79 199,140,861 50.0 
1930 2,495,203.071 446,539,222 17.81 222,568,739 49,,8** 
1935 1,562.812,974 242.704,854- 15.53* 121,352,427 50.0 
1940 1,137,808,019 256, 753,804 22.56 128, 376 , 902 50.0 
1945 
* No IIAll Buildings" figure given in 1935 census. Percentage of other years 
averaged and 15.53% of "Land and :Buildings" taken as an estimate • 
...... Actual "Dwelling" values given only in 1935 data. 
COLFAX COUNTY 
Year Land & :B1dgs. All :B1dgs. ~ Dwellings ~ 
1900 8,694,870 1,266,680 14.57 633,340 50.0 
1910 26,956,217 2,514.195 9·33 1,257,098 50.0 
" 
1920 56,951,486 4,868,930 8.55 2,434,465 50.0 
1925 38,422.603 5,621,400 14.63 2,810,700 50.0 
1930 41,254,101 6,186,748 15.00 3,204,315 51.79 
1935 23.169,751 
1940 14,305.137 3.565,236 24.92 1,782,618 50.0 
1945 
30574jh-9/46 
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BUILDING VALUES - OOLLARS 
NEBRASKA 
Year Land & Bldgs. All.Bidijs. % Dwellin~s % 
1900 $ 577,660.020 $ 91.054,120 15.76 $ 45,527.060 50.0 
I.. 
1910 1.813.346,935 198,807,622 10.95 99.403.811 50.0 
1920 3.712.107,760 381.885,420 10.29 190,942,710 50•0 
./ 
1925 2.524,073,626 398~.281, 722 15.79 199.140,861 50.0 
1930 2,1+95,203,071 446,539.222 17.81 222.568,739 49.8*--
1935 1,562,812,974 242,704,854. 15.53* 121,352,427 50.0 
1940 1.137.808,019 256,753,804 22.56 128.376,902 50.0 
1945 
... No "All Buildings" figure given in 1935 census. Percentage of other years 
averaged and 15.53% of "Land and Buildings" t~en as an estimate. 
*'" Actual "Dwelling" values given only in 1935 data. 
CUMING COUNTY 
Year Land & Bldgs. All Bldgs. ~ Dwellings ~ 
1900 13.398.880 2,123.340 15.85' 1,061,670 50.0 
1910 37.995.545 3.976.805 10.47 1,988,403 50.0 
1920 82,194.100 7,806,988 9.50 3,903.494 50.0 
1925 55.295,635 7,440,420 13.46 3.720,210 50.0 
1930 60,635.570 10,476,840 17.27 4,980,650 47.57 
1935 35,239.725 
1940 23.900.506 6,618,810 27.69 3,309,405 50.0 
1945 
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BUILDING VALUES - DOLIARS 
NEBRASKA 
Year La...'ld & B1d~s. All B1d~s. ~ Dwe11in~s ~ 
1900 $ 577,660,020 $ 91,054,120 15~76 $ 45,527,060 50.0 
I, 1910 1~ 813, 346 ~ 935 198,807,622 10.95 99, 403,811 50.0 
1920 3, 712,107, 760 381,885,420 10.29 19°.942.710 50.0 
1925 2,524,073. 626 398,281,722 15.79 199,140,861 50.0 
:J.930 2,495,203,071 446,539,222 17.81 222,568,739 49.8*'" 
1935 1.562,812,974 242,704,854* 15.53* 121,352.427 50•0 
1940 1,137,808,019 256,753,804 22.56 128,376.902 50.0 
1945 
* No IIA11 Buildings U figure given in 1935 census. Percentage of other years 
averaged and 15.53% of IILand and Buildings" taken as an estimate • 
• * Actual IIDwe11ingll values given only in 1935 data. 
DAKOTA COUNTY 
Year Land & Bld~s. All B1dgs. ~ Dwellings ~ 
1900 4,768.220 807,670 16.94 403.835 50.0 
1910 11,680,605 1,616,055 13.84 808,028 50.0 
1920 25,481,870 2,911,770 11.43 1,455,885 50.0 
. 
1925 19,254.780 3,593.514 18,66 1,796,757 50.0 
1930 16,840,093 3.675.725 21.83 1,863,550 50.70 
1935 9,590,360 
1940 8.059,223 2,251,562 27.94 1,125,781 50.0 
I 
1945 
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BUILDING VALUES - DOLLARS 
NEBRASKA 
Year Land & B1~s. All Blde;s. ~ Dwe11in~s ~ 
1900 $ 577,660,020 $ 91,054,120 15.76 $ 45,527,060 50.0 
1910 1~813t346,935 198,807~622 10.95 99, 403,811 50.0 
1920 3.712,107,760 381,885,420 10.29 190,942,710 50~0 
-J 
1925 2,524,073,626 398,281,722 15.79 199,140,861 50,0 
1930 2,495? 203,071 446,539.222 17.81 222,568,739 49.8** 
1935 1,562,812,974 242,704,854* 15.53* 121,352,427 50.0 
1940 1,137,808,019- 256, 753, 804 22.56 128,376,902 50.0 
1945 
* No "All Buildings 11 figure given in 1935 census. Percentage of other years 
averaged and 15.53% of IILand and Buildings" taken as an estimate. 
** Actual "Dwelling ll values given only in 1935 data. 
DIXON COUNTY 
Year Land & B1dgs. All B19:gs. ~ Dwellings ~ 
1900 7,322,440 1,167,930 15.95. 583,965 50.0 
1910 21,656,050 2,506.740 11.58 1,253,370 50.0 
1920 53,6ll6 ,135 5.558,010 10.)6 2,779.005 50.0 
1925 31,532.777 6,028,585 19·12 3,014,293 50.0 
1930 27,844,107 6,277.255 22.54 3,179,950 50.66 
1935 18,289.905 
1940 12,294,591 3,606,170 29.33 1,803,085 50.0 
1945 
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BUILDING VALUES - DOLLARS 
NEBRASKA 
Year Land & B1dgs. All B1~s. ! Dwel1in~s ~ 
1900 $ 577,660,020 $ 91,054~120 15.76 $ 45.527, dio 50.0 
1910 1, 813,346,935 198,807,622 10.95 99,403,811 50,0 
1920 3,712,107,760 381,885,420 10.29 190,942,710 50.0 
,I 
1925 2,524,073,626 398,281,722 15.79 199,140,861 50.0 
1930 2.495,203,071 446,539,222 17.81 22?,568 t 739 49.8** 
1935 1,562,812,974 242,704,854• 15.53· 121.352,427 50~0 
1940 1,137,808,019 256,753,804 22.56 128,376.902 50.0 
1945 
* No "All Buildings" figure given in 1935 census. Percentage of other years 
averaged and 15.53% of "Land and Buildings" taken as an estimate. 
*'" Actual "Dwell1ngll values given only in 1935 data. 
DODGE COUNTY 
Year Land & Bldgs. All Bldgs; ~ Dwellings ~ 
1900 15,031•400 2?385,870 15,87 1,192?935 50.0 
1910 32,145,954 3?667, 245 11,41 1,833.623 50.0 
1920 82.155,155 7,300 ,777 8.89 3,650,389 50,0 
1925 49,888,359 7.255.665 14.54 3,627.833 50.0 
1930 54,689.229 9.041,920 16.53 4,280,210 47.34 
1935 32,208,416 
1940 25.064,200 5.363.883 21.40 2,681.942 50.0 
1945 
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BUILDING VALUES - DOLLARS 
NEBRASKA 
Yea.r Land & Bldgs. All Blde;s. ~ Dwelline;s ~ 
1900 $ 577.660,020 $ 91,054,120 15.76 $ 45,527,060 50.0 
1910 1,813,346.935 198.807,622 10.95 99. 403.811 50.0 
1920 3,712,107,760 381,885,420 10.29 190.942,710 50.0 
" 1925 2,524,073,626 398,281.722 15.79 199,140,861 50.0 
1930 2,495.203.071 446,539,222 17.81 222,568,739 49.8·~ 
1935 1,562.812.974 242,704,854* 15.53* 121.352,427 50.0 
1940 1.137.808,019 256.753.804 22.56 128.376.902 50•0 
1945 
*No IIAll Buildings ll figure given in 1935 census. Percentage of other years 
averaged and 15.5.3% of "Land and Buildings ll taken as an estimate. 
**Actual IIDwe11ingll values given only in 1935 data. 
KNOX COUNTY 
Year Land & Bldgs. All Bldgs. ~ Dwellings ~ 
1900 9.043,140 1~403,190 15,52 701.595 50.0 
1910 31. 045.020 3,499.960 11.27 1,749,980 50.0 
1920 70,225.764 8,945.717 12,74 4,472,859 50.0 
1925 48,585,440 8,534,505 17.57 4,267,253 50•0 
1930 40,483.625 7.663.000 . 18.93 3.605,600 47.05 
1935 23,227.269 
1940 16,260,969 4,467.895 27.48 2,233,948 50.0 
1945 
30574jh-9/46 
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BUILDING VALUES - DOLLARS 
NEBRASKA 
Year Land & Bldgs. All B1dgs. ~ Dwellings ~ 
1900 $ 577,660,020 $ 91,054,120 15.76 $ 45,527,060 50!,0 
1910 1. 813,346.935 198,807,622 10.95 99,403~811 50.0 
I, 
1920 3, 712.107. 760 381,885,420 10.29 190,942,710 50.0 
," 1925 2,524,073,626 398,281,722 15.79 199.140.861 50.0 
1930 2,495,203,071 446,539,222 17.81 222,568,739 49.8** 
1935 1,562,812,974 24~, 704,854* ' 15.53* 121,352,427 50.0 
1940 1,137,808,019 - 256,753,804 22.56 128,376,902 50.0 
1945 
* No "All Buildings" figure given in 1935 census. Percentage of other years 
averaged and 15.53% of "Land and Buildings1/ taken as an estimate. . 
** Actual "Dwell1ngll values given only in 1935 data. 
HAD! SON COUNTY 
Year Land & Bldgs. All Bldgs. ~ Dwellings ~ 
1900 9,027,660 1~308,880 14,50 654,440 50.0 
1910 26,743,820 3,132,369 11.71 1,566,185 50.0 
1920 57,192,903 6,525,142 11,41 3,262,571 50.0 
1925 43,783,825 7,980,586 18.23 3,990,293 50.0 
1930 44,944,331 9.152,944 20.37 4,598,715 50.24 
1935 25.894.262 
1940 15.492,115 4,368,720 28.20 2,184, }60 50.0 
1945 
30574jll-9/46 
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BUILDING VALUES - DOLLARS 
NEBRASKA 
Year Land & B1d€:js. All B1d€:js. ~ Ilwe111n€:js ~ 
1900 $ 577.660,020 $ 91,054,120 15.76 $ 45?527,060 50.0 
" 
1910 1,813.346 ,935 198,807,622 10.95 99,403,811 50.0 
1920 3,712,107,760 381,885,420 10.29 190,942,710 50.0 
t' 
1925 2,524,073.626 398,281,722 15.79 199,140,861 50•0 
1930 2,495,203,071 446,539,222 17.81 222,568,739 49.8*'" 
1935 1,562,812,974 242,704,854· 15.53· 121,352,427 50.0 
1940 1,137.808,019 256,753,804 22.56 128, 376 , 902 50•0 
1945 
... No "All Buildings" figure given in 1935 census. Percentage of other years 
averaged and 15.53% of "Land and Buildings" taken as an estimate. 
...... Actual flDwe1ling ll values given only in 1935 data • 
MERRICK COUNTY 
Year Land & B1ags. All B1d€:js. ~ Dwe1 lin€:js ~ 
1900 6,317? 570 1,056 ,590 16" 72 528,295 50.0 
1910 J.8,240,169 1,990,245 10.91 1,495,123 50•0 
1920 39,385,492 4,258,683 10.81 2,129,342 50•0 
1925 28,711,076 5,253,433 18.30 2,626,717 50.0 
1930 27,384,210 5,066,646 18.50 2,679,470 52.88 
1935 14,033, 043 
1940 11,362,177 2, 92l, 325 25.71 1,460,663 50.0 
I 
1945 
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BUlLDINGVALUES - DOLLARS 
NEBRASKA 
Year Land & Bldt?;s. All B1dt?;s. ~ Dwellint?;s ~ 
1900 $ 577,660,020 $ 91,054,120 15.76 $ 45,527,060 50,0 
1910 1,813,346 ,935 198,807.622 10.95 99, 403.811 50.0 
'~ 
1920 3. 712,107, 760 381,885.420 10.29 190,942,710 50.0 
" 1925 2,524,073,626 398,281,722 15,79 199.140,861 50.0 
1930 2,495,203,071 446.539,222 17.81 222,568,739 49.8*~ 
1935 1,562,812,974 242,704,854* 15.53* 121,352,427 50.0 
1940 1,137,808,019 256.753,804 22.56 128,376,902 50.0 
1945 
* No "All Buildings" figure given in 1935 census. Percentage of other years 
averaged and 15.53% of "Land and Buildings" taken as an estimate. 
** Actual "Dwelling" values given only in 1935 data. 
NANCE COUNTY 
Year Land & J31d~s. All Bldt?;s. ~ Dwellings ~ 
1900 6,180,300 840.710 13.60 420,355 50.0 
1910 16,313,568 1,652,555 10.13 826,278 50.0 
1920 41,154,663 3,524.990 8.57 1,762,495 50.0 
1925 24,887,758 3,614,244 14~52 1,807,122 50.0 
1930 24.477,439 3,939,131 16.09 1,846,985 46.89 
1935 14.350,845 
1940 8.097,524 1,717.820 21.21 858.910 50.0 
1945 
30574jh-9/46 
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BUILDING VALUES - DOLLARS 
NEBRASKA 
Year Land & Bld€;js. All Bldgs! ! Dwe1 lin€;js ~ 
1900 $ 577.660,020 $ 91,054,120 15!176 $ 45,527 ,a50 50.0 
1910 1,813,346.935 198,807,622 10.95 99.403,811 50.0 
1920 3,712,107,760 381,885,420 10.29 190,942.710 50.0 
" 2,524,073.626 199,140,861 1925 398,281,722 15.79 50.0 
1930 2,495.203,071 446,539,222 17.81 222,568,739 49.8*'" 
1935 1,562,812,974 242,704,85~ 15.53* 121,352,427 50,0 
1940 1,137,808,019 256,753.804 22.56 128. 376,902 50.0 
1945 
* No "All Buildings" figure given in 1935 census, Percentage of other years 
averaged and 15.53% of "Land and Buildings" taken as an estimate. 
** Aotual "Dwelling" values given only in 1935 data. 
PIERCE COUNTY 
Year Land & Bldgs. All Bldgs. ~ Dwellings ~ 
1900 6,452,990 1,058,080 16,.40 529,040 50.0 
1910 21,810,375 2,260,485 10.36 1,130,243 50.0 
1920 54,199,423 5,658,186 10.44 2,829,093 50.0 
1925 31,452,485 5.741.697 18.26 2,870,849 50.0 
1930 31,250,753 6,080,891 19.46 2,918,150 47.99 
1935 20,472,975 
1940 13,072,153 3,269.948 25.01 1,634,974 50•0 
1945 
30574jh-9/46 
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BUILDING VALUES ... DOLLARS 
NEBRASKA 
Year Land & Bldgs. All Bldgs. ~ Dwellings ~ 
1900 $ 577,660,020 $ 91,054,120 15.76 $ 45,527,060 50.0 
1910 1,813.346 ,935 198,807,622 10.95 99. 403,811 50.0 
1920 3,712,107, 760 381,885,420 10.29 190,942,710 50.0 
1925 2.524,073,626 398,281,722 15.79 199,140,861 50.0 
1930 2,495,203,071 446,539.222 17.81 222,568,739 49.8*'" 
1935 1,562,812,974 242,704,854* 15.53* 121,352,427 50.0 
1940 1,137,808,019 256,753,804 22.56 128,376,902 50.0 
1945 
* No "All Bui1dings ll figure given in 1935 census. Percentage of other 
averaged and 15.53% of "Land and Buildings ll taken as an estimate. 
years 
** Actual "Dwel1ingl values given only in 1935 data. 
PLATTE COUNTY 
Year Land & Bldgs. All B1dgs. ~ Dwellings ~ 
1900 13,423,510 2,057,340 15.33 1,028,670 50.0 
1910 38,450,121 4,045,220 10.52 2,022,610 50.0 
1920 80,589,754 8,139.220 10.10 4,069,610 50.0 
1925 58,230,732 9.946,635 17.08 4,973.318 50.0 
1930 55,401,541 10,264.210 18.53 5,172,120 50.39 
1935 36.012,629 
1940 20,119,434 5,433,435 27.01 2,716,718 50.0 
1945 
-2l-
BUILDING VALl.1ES - DOLLARS 
NEBRASKA 
Year Land & Bldl!ris. All Bldl!ris. ~ Dwellinl!ris ~ 
1900 $ 577,660,020 $ 91,054,120 15.76 $ 45,527,060 50.0 
1910 1,813.346,935 198,807,622 10.95 99.403,811 50.0 
<, 
1920 3.712,107,760 381,885,420 10.29 190,942,710 50.0 
1925 2,524,073,626 398,281,722 15·79 199,140,861 50.0 
1930 2,495,203,071 446,539,222 17.81 222,568,739 49.8*'" 
1935 1,562,812,974 242,704,854* 15.53* 121,352,427 50.0 
1940 1,137,808,019 256,753,804 22.56 128,376,902 50.0 
1945 
* No "All Buildings" figure given in 1935 census. Percentage of other years 
averaged and 15.53% of "Land and Buildingsll taken as an estimate. 
** Actual "Dwelling" values given only in 1935 data. 
STANTON COUNTY 
Year Land & Bldgs. All B1dgs •. ~ Dwellings ~ 
1900 7,046,490 1,036,300 14.71 518,150 50.0 
1910 21,786,480 2,284.550 10.49 1,142,275 50.0 
1920 46,340,473 4,684,262 10.11 2,342,121 50.0 
1925 32,358,308 5,459,575 16.87 2,729,788 50.0 
1930 34,459,627 6,309,615 18.31 3,064,225 48.56 
1935 18,540,450 
1940 12,104,603 3,543,095 29.27 1,771,548 50.0 
1945 
30574jh-9/46 
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BUILDING VALUES - DOLLARS 
NEBRASKA 
Year Land & B1dgs. All B1dg§. ~ Dwellings ~ 
1900 $ 571,660,020 $ 91,054,120 15.76 $ 45,527.060 50.0 
1910 1,813.346,935 198,807,622 10.95 99,403.811 50.0 
1920 3,712,107, 760 381,885,420 10.29 190.942,710 50.0 
1925 2,524,073,626 398,281,722 15.79 199,140,861 50.0 
1930 2.495,203,071 446.539,222 17.81 222.568.739 49.8*. 
1935 1.562.812.974 242,704,854* 15.53* 121,352,427 50.0 
1940 1,137,808,019 256,753.804 22.56 128.376.902 50.0 
1945 
* No u,A,ll Buildingsll figure given in 1935 census. Percentage of other years 
averaged and 15.53% of "Land. and Buildings ll taken as an estimate • 
... * Actual "Dwe11ingl values given only in 1935 data. 
THURSTON COUUTY 
Year Land & Bldgs. All B1dgs. ~ Dwellings ~ 
1900 5,329.370 340 .750 6.39 170,375 50.0 
1910 12.644.944 947,355 7.49 4r3.678 50•0 
1920 39, 415.563 2.997,587 7.61 1,498,794 50.0 
1925 23.648,315 3.70i.436 15.68 2,853,718 50.0 
1930 22.877,148 3,715.943 16.24 1.909,990 51.40 
1935 14.423,055 
1940 9,87l.389 2.112,060 21.40 l,056.030 50.0 
1945 
30574jh-9/46 
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BUILDING VALUES - DOLLARS 
NEBRASKA 
Year Land & B1dgs. All B1de;s. % Dwellings % 
1900 $ 577,660,020 $ 91,054,120 15.76 $ 45,527,060 50.0 
1910 1,813.346,935 198,807,622 10.95 99, 403,811 50.0 
1920 3.712,107.760 381,885,420 10.29 190,942,710 50.0 
1925 2,524.073,626 398,281,722 15.79 199,1lK),861 50.0 
1930 2,495,203,071 446,539,222 17.81 222,568,739 49.8** 
1935 1,562,812,974 242,704,854* 15.53* 121.352,427 50.0 
1940 1,137,808,019 256,753,804 22.56 128,376 , 902 50.0 
1945 
'" No "All Buildings" figure given in 1935 census. Percentage of other years 
averaged and 15.53% of "Land and Buildings" taken as an estimate. 
"'* Actual "Dwelling" values given only in 1935 data. 
WASHINGTON COUNTY 
Year Land & Blde;s. All B1de;s. ~ Dwe1 line;s ~ 
1900 10,406,390 1,819,400 17.48 909,700 50.0 
1910 25,009,078 3,278,195 13.11 1,639,098 50.0 
1920 52,302,490 5.504.397 10.52 2,752,199 50.0 
1925 33,848,110 5,746,420 16.98 2,873,210 50.0 
1930 37,913,745 7.371,673 19.44 3,634,980 49 ... 31 
1935 22,672,323 
1940 17,630,449 4.817,101 27.32 2,408,551 50.0 
1945 
30574jh-9/46 
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BUILDING VALUES - DOLLARS 
NEBRASKA 
% 
.. , 
Year Land & B1dgs. All, B1dgs. ' .. DWellings. 
I. " . .; _. 
1900 $ 577.660.020 . . $ 91 .• 054,120 15.76 . $ 45,527,060 
.,' 
1910 1, 813.346 .935 ,198•807,622 10.95 .. 99,403.811 
1920' 3.712,107.760 381.885,420 10.29 190,942,710 
1925 2,524.073.626. , ':. ", 398,281.722 15.79 ·'·199,140,861 
1930 2.495,2°3,071 446,539,222 17.81 222.568,739 
1935 1,562,812,974 242,704,854'" 15.53* 121,352,427 
.. 
. , . 
256; 753. 804 ' . 1940 1,137,808,019 . 2~.56 128.376,902 
1945 
.. No "All Buildings" figure given in 1935 .. ,census~ Percentage of other years 
averaged and 15.53% of "Land and Buildings" taken as· ·an·, esti~te. 
~ '" ", . 
.... Actual "Dwe1ling tl values given'drily in 1935, data. 
WAYNE COUNTY 
Year Land & B1dgs. All Bldgs. % Dwellings 
1900 8.582,020 1,153,280 13.44 576,640 
1910 26.513.706 2,661,190 10.04 1,330,595 
1920 61.195.398 5.669.911 9,,27 2,834,956 
1925 37.142,935 6.249,760 16.83 3,124,880 
1930 39,171.978 7,556,135 19.29 3.574.550 
1935 22,272,431 
1940 15.661,440 4,082,674 2,041,337 
1945 
30574jh-9/46 
% 
50.0 
50.0 
50.0 
50.0 
49.8** 
50.0 
50.0 
% 
50.0 
50.0 
50.0 
50.0 
47.30 
50.0 
: '. 
. . 
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" • t" 
NUMEER ,OF FAB;MS - TYPE OF OPEBAAOR 
, The trend in' ownership and tenancy of Nebraska farms, since 1900 to 
date, is given on page~ 26 to 44. Comparative figures listing this same 
trend for each county ~n the district show striking differences. No over-
,j" 
al,:irexplanation would se~m to fit all counties concerned but the type of 
",'. - • "!. • - • 
far~~ng probably tends to keep owne~ship at a high figure in certain 
ar.eas •. 
" "Counties which S-uffered greatly from the drouth are, 'for the most 
part; found.; to have slightly higher tenancy than those where the drouth 
was less pronounced or where irrigation is feasible. 
No doubt ownership has increased in certain sections since 1940, but 
no state-wide figures a.re available. Perhaps county figures can be ob-
tained locally • 
Year 
1900 
1910 
. 1920 
1925 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1945 
Year 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1925 
1930 
1935 . 
1940 
1945 
- 26 -
NUMBER OF FAR."'1S - TYl?E OF OPERATOR 
NEBRASKA 
Operators - Per Cent 
Number of Farms Owner'" Tenant 
121,5;':5 63.1 36.9 
129,678 61.9 38•1 
124,417 57.1 42.9 
1;'~7, 734 53.6 46.4 
129,458 52.9 47.1 
133,616 50.7 4903 
121,062 47.2 ·52.8 
ANTELOPE COUnTY 
Operators- Per Cent 
Number of Farms Owner'" Tenant 
1,745 35.0 65.0 
1,952 57.0 43.0 
2,083 56.8 43.2 
2,231 52.2 47.8 
2,154 50.7 49.3 
2,184 46.6 53. 4 
1,940 43.1 56.9 
1,900 
'" "Managers" and IIpart owners" are included in "owner operator" column 
Year 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1925 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1945 
- 27 -
!T;.i'"MJ3J!)R OF FA.B!·lS - TYPE OF OPEP.ATOR 
NEBRASKA 
Operators - Per Cent 
Numoer of Farms Owner* Tena,nt 
121,525 63·1 5).9 
129.678 61.9 38.1 
124? 417 57.1 42.9 
127~734 53.6 46.4 
129,458 52.9 47.1 
133,616 50.7 49.3 
121,062 47.2 52.8 
4 i 
• 1fManagerslt and upart-owners1t are inclu.ded in "oT/mer-operator" column 
30574jh .. 10/46 
Year 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1925 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1945 
Year 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1925 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1945 
- 28 -
NUMBER OF FARMS - TYPE OF OPERATOR 
NEBRASKA 
Operators - Per Cent 
Number of Fa.rms Owner· ~) 
121,525 63.1 7fJ 0 ~ • .1 
129?678 61.9 38.1 
124,417 57~1 42.9 
127,734 53.6 l.J6 .If. 
129,458 52.9 47.1 
133,616 50.7 49.3 
121,062 47.2 52.8 
BOO1~ OOUNTY 
Operators - Per Cent 
Number of Farms Owner· Tenan~ 
1,624 37.6 62.4 
1,82], - 54.8 45.2 
1,859 55.8 44.2 
1,915 48.9 51.1 
1.985 45.9 54.1 
2,037 41.2 58.8 
1,672 30.1 69.9 
1,574 
* IlManagersll and ttpart-ownersl1 are included in ""owner-operator" colUlI1D. 
30574jh-10/46 
Yea.r 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1925 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1945 
Year 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1925 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1945 
- 29 -
NUliffiER OF FARMS - TYPE OF OPERATOR 
l'!E:BRASKA 
-Operators - Per Cent 
Number of FarIlllL. Owner * Tenant 
121,525 63.1 :p.9 
129~678 61.9 38.1 
124,417 57.1 42.9 
127.734 53.6 46.4 
129.458 52.9 47.1 
133.616 50.7 49.3 
121.062 47.2 52.8 
CEDAR COUNTY 
Operators - Per Cent 
Number of Fa.rms Owner* Tenant 
1.731 45. 4 54.6 
2,041 55.0 45.0 
2,064 47.4 52.6 
2,248 50.4 49.6 
2,193 49.2 50.8 
2,283 43.9 56.1 
2,100 36.0 64.0 
2,074 
'" IfManagers3 and "part-.o'lmers" are included in "owner-opera.tor" column 
30574jh-l0/46 
Year 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1925 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1945 
Year 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1925 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1945 
- 30-
UUM:BER OF FARMS - TYPE OF OPEBATOR 
NEBRASKA 
Operators - Per Cent 
l~\lInber of Farms Owner* . Tenant 
121,525 63.1 36.9 
129,678 / 61.9 38.1 
124,417 57.1 42.9 
127.734 53.6 46.4 
129,458 52.9 47.1 
133,616 50.7 49.3 
121,062 47.2 52.8 
COIJi'.u COtTJ:~TY 
Operators - Per Cent 
lfurJber of Farms Ot·mer* Tenant 
; 
1,451 58 .2 41,8 
1,356 67.3 32.7 
1,392 68.3 31.7 
1,362 65.6 }4.4 
1,393 67.1 32.9 
1,462 62.7 37.3 
1,416 60.7 39.3 
1.370 
* "Managers" and "part-owners tf are included in "owner-operator" column 
Year 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1925 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1945 
Year 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1925 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1945 
- 31 -
NUMBER OF FARMS - mE OF OPERATOR 
NEBRASKA 
Operators - Per Cent 
Number of Farms Owner* Tenant 
121,525 63.1 :p.9 
129,678 61.9 38.1 
124,417 57.1 42.9 
127.734 53.6 46.4 
129,458 52.9 47~1 
133,616 50.7 49.3 
121.062 47.2 52.8 
CUMING OOUNTY 
Operators - Per Cent 
Number of Farms Owner* Tenant 
1,857 54.4 45.6 
1,819 62.7 37.3 
1,859 58.7 41.3 
1,855 55.0 45.0 
1,943 54.3 45.7 
1.936 57~0 43.0 
1.925 54.2 45.8 
1,922 
* "Managerslt a.nd "part-owners" are included in "owne~operatol''' column 
Year 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1925 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1945 
- 32-
1-:"tlH:BER OF FABMS - TYPE OF OPERATOR 
UEBRASKA 
Operators - PQr Cent 
1\'un ber of Farm s ~~ Ter..an'l!, 
121,525 63.1 36.9 
129,678 61.9 38·1 
124,417 57.1 42.9 
127,734 53.6 46.4 
129,458 52.9 47.1 
133.616 50.7 49.3 
121,062 47.2 52.8 
------------------~----.--------------.-------~----------
Year 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1925 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1945 
DA1\:OTA COUNTY 
Uumber of Farms 
743 
787 
740 
842 
844 
846 
775 
766 
Operators - Per Cent 
O'l.'mer* Tenant 
50.1 49.9 
57.1 42.9 
54.2 4,5.8 
49.5 50.5 
49.1 50.9 
48.0 52.0 
42.7 57.3 
... l1Ma.na.gers" and IIpart-ownersll are included in "owE\r-operator ll column 
Yea.r 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1925 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1945 
Year 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1925 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1945 
- 33 -
NE13RASKA 
Number of Farms 
121.,525 
129,678 
124,417 
127,734 
129,458 
133,616 
121,062 
DIXON COmlTY 
Number of Farms , 
1,408 
1,404 
1,441 
1,462 
1,530 
1,527 
1,475 
1.451 
Opera.tors - Per Cent 
Owner* Tenant 
63.1 'f;.9 
61.9 38.1 
57 .. 1 42.9 
53.6 46.4 
52.9 47.1 
50~7 49-3 
47.2 52.8 
Operators - Per Cent 
Owne.r* Tenant 
48.5 51.5 
59.1 40.9 
58.2 41.8 
53·9 46.1 
47.1 52.9 
46.3 53.7 
41.1 58.9 
* "Managers" and "part-owners" are included in "owner-operator" column 
Year 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1925 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1945 
Year 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1925 
·1930 
1935 
1940 
1945 
-34-
NUM13ER OF FARMS ... TYPE OF OPEBATOR 
UEBRASKA 
Operators - Per Cent 
Number of Farms Oltmer* Tenant 
121,525 63.1 :p.9 
129,578 61.9 38.1 
124,417 57·1 42.9 
127,734 53.6 46.4 
129.458 52.9 47.1 
133.616 50.7 49.3 
121,062 47.2 52.8 
DODGE COUNTY 
Operators - Per Cent 
Number of Fa.:c.-ms Qwner* Tenant 
1,830 47.7 52.3 
1,755 50.5 49.5 
1,794 56.1 43.9 
1,845 52.7 47.3 
1,878 53.6 46.4 
1,921 51.9 48.1 
1,793 48.0 52.0 
1,846 
* "Managers" and "part;....owners lf are included in "owner-operator" column 
30574 jh-10 /46 
Year 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1925 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1945 
Year 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1925 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1945 
- 35 -
lruMl3ER OF FARMS - TYPE OF OPERA'IDR 
NEBRASKA 
Operators - Per Cent 
number of Farms O''lr~er* Tenant 
121,525 63.1 36.9 
129,678 61.9 38.1 
124,~17 57.1 42.9 
127,734 53.6 46.4 
129,458 52~9 47.1 
133,616 50.7 49.3 
121,062 47.2 52.8 
Imox COUNTY 
Operators - Per Cent 
NumbeI' of Farms Owner* Tena,nt 
2,141 52.6 47.4 
2,228 59.2 40.8 
2,407 57.8 1+2.2 
2,665 52.2 47.8 
2?632 48.0 52,0 
2,704 40.7 59.3 
2,464 35.9 64.1 
2,251 
• "t!48.IlB.gers" and "part-.-owners ll are included in "owner-operatortt co1Ult1ll 
Year 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1925 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1945 
Year 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1925 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1945 
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NUMBER OF FAlU'!S - TYPE OF OPERATOR 
NEBRASKA 
Operators - Per Cent 
Number of Farms Owner* Tenant 
121~525 63.1 36.9 
129,673 61.9 33.1 
124~417 57.1 42.9 
,127.734 53.6 46.4 
129,453 52.9 47.1 
133,516 50.7 49.3 
121,062 47.2 52.3 
MADISON COUUTY 
Operators - Per cent 
liumoeI of Farms Owr!er* Tenant 
1,703 47.0 53.0 
1.777 55.2 W.8 
1,647 55.6 44.4 
1,832 56.3 43.7 
1,986 55.7 W.3 
2,010 50.8 49.2 
1,874 47.8 52.2 
1,855 
.. "!Jfana€;ers" and "part-o .... mers ll are included in "owner-operator" column 
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Year 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1925 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1945 
Year 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1925 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1945 
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NUMl3ER OF FARMS - TYPE OF OPERATOR 
l-TEBRASKA 
Operators - Per Cent 
Number of Farms O';'1ner* Tenant 
121.525 63.1 36.9 
129.678 61.9 38.1 
124.417 57.1 42.9 
127,734 53.6 46.4 
129.458 52.9 47.1 
133,616 50.7 49.3 
121,062 47.2 52.8 
l,rEBR!CK COUNT! 
, 
Operators - Per Cent 
Number of Farms O~-mer* Tenant 
1,291 43.6 56.2 
1,279 62·5 37.5 
1,364 59.4 40.6 
1,474 56.5 ~J.5 
1~39° 55.4 44.6 
1,402 54.4 45.6 
1.238 45.3 54.7 
1,167 
... "Managers" and ~t-ownersn are included in "owne;r-operatorlt column 
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NUMBER OF FA.ttMS - TYPE OF OPERATOR 
NEBRASKA 
Operators - Per Cent 
Year Number of Farms O\mer* Tenant 
1900 121.525 63.1 36.9 
1910 129.678 61.9 38.1 
1920 124,417 57.1 42.9 
1925 127.734 53.6 46.4 
1930 129.458 ·52.9 47.1 
1935 133,616 50.7 49.3 
1940 121.062 47.2 52.8 
1945 
NAl~CE COUNTY 
Operators - Per Cent 
Year Number of Farms Owner* Tenant 
i 
1900 1.142 36.5 63.5 
1910 1,067 51.4 48.6 
1920 1,102 50.5 49.5 
1925 1,1;6 47.3 52.7 
1930 1,197 48.6 51.14-
1935 1,216 41.8 58.2 
1940 961 34•0 . 66.0 
1945 894 
* "Managers" and "part-ownors" are included in "owner-operator" column 
Year 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1925 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1945 
Year 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1925 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1945 
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NUMBER OF FAlU-IS - TYPE OF OPERATOR 
NEBRASKA 
Operators - Per Cent 
ll'u.mber of Farms Owner* Tenant 
121~525 63.1 36.9 
129,678 61.9 38.1 
124,417 57.1 42.9 
127,734 53.6 46.4 
129,458 52·9 47.1 
133,616 50.7 49.3 
121,062 47.2 52.8 
" 
PIERCE COU11TY 
Operators - Per Cent 
lJumber of Farms Owner* Tenant 
1,215 40,0 60.0 
1,422 ' 52.5 47.5 
1,381 55.9 44.1 
1?631 50.0 50.0 
1,602 46.3 53.7 
1,651 43.-7 56.3 
1,601 }8.1 61.9 
1.557 
* "Managers" and "part-owners" are included in "owner ... operator" column 
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Year 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1925 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1945 
Year 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1925 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1945 
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NUMBER OF FARMS - ~ OF OPERATOR 
NEBRASKA 
Operators - Per Cent 
Number of Farms Owner* Tenant 
121.525 63.1 36.9 
129,678 61,9 38.1 
124,417 57.1 42.9 
127.734 53.6 146.4 
129,458 52,,9 47,,1 
133,616 50.7 49.3 
12}.,062 47.2 52.8 
PLATTE COUNTY 
Operators - Per Cent 
Number of Farms Owner* Tenant 
2,124 52.5 47.5 
2,146 60.4 39.6 
2,131 61.8 38·2 
2,141 59.3 40.7 
2,174 59.8 40.2 
2,323 56.7 43.3 
2.094 49.9 50.1 
2,072 
III ttManagersn and ttpart-ownerslt are included in tlowner.operator" column 
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Nm.mER OF FARMS - TIPE OF OPERATOR 
NEBRASKA 
Operators - Per Cent 
Year l~umber of Farms Owner· Tenant 
1900 121,525 63.1 36.9 
1910 129,678 61.9 38.1 
1920 124~417 57.1 42,,9 
1925 127.734- 53.6 l.j6 .4 
1930 129.458 52·9 47,1 
1935 133~616 50.7 49.3 
1940 121,062 47.2 52.8 
1945 
, £ 
STANTON COUNTY 
Operators - Per Cent 
Year Number of Farms Owner * Tenant. 
1900 1,123 46.2 53.8 
1910 1,137 57.6 42.4 
1920 1,151 62.5 37.5 
1925 1,189 57.8 42.2 
1930 1,225 55.8 44.1 
1935 1~249 56.8 43.2 
1940 1,218 46.2 53.8 
1945 1,185 
• IlManagers" and "pert-owners" are included in "owner-operator" column 
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Year 
11900 
1910 
1920 
1925 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1945 
Year 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1925 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1945 
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NUMl3ER OF FAR.?iIS - TYPE OF OPEBATOR 
NEBRASKA 
Operators - Per Cent 
Number of Farms Owner* Ten~ 
121,525 63.1 36.9 
129.678 61.9 38.1 
124.417 57.1 ·42.9 
127,734 53.6 lJ6.4 
129,458 52·9 47.1 
133.616 50.7 49.3 
121,062 47.2 52.8 
THURSTON COUNTY 
Operators - Per Cent 
Number of Farms Owner* Tenant 
885 19.7 80.3 
1,100 }6,,9 63.1 
1,105 49.7 50.3 
996 36.9 63.1 
1,2,34 42.9 57.1 
1,289 37.8 62.2 
1.100 40.8 59.2 
1,002 
* "Managers" and "part-owners" are included in "owner-operatorlt column 
, 
Year 
1900 
1910 
1920 
, 1925 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1945 
year 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1925 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1945 
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NUM:f3ER OF FAP.IvIS - TYPE OF OPERATOR 
NEBRASKA 
Operators - Per Cent 
Number of Farms Owner'" Tenant 
'121,525 63.1 36.9 
129,678 61.9 38.1 
124,417 57.1 42.9 
127,734 53.6 ~.4 
129,458 52.9 47.1 
133,616 50.7 49.3 
121,c62 47.2 52.8 
WASHINGTON COUNTY 
Operators - Per Cent 
Number of Farms O,mer'" Te!!lnt 
1,572 47.3 52.7 
1.629 56.1 43.9 
1,488 57.1 42.9 
1,468 56.1 43.9 
1,612 54,2 45.8 
1,637 53.1 l46.9 
1,577 49.8 50.2 
1,499 
... "Managers" and "part-owners" are included in "owner ... operator" column 
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Year 
1900 
19?-0 
1920 
1925 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1945 
Year 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1925 
1930 
1935 
1940 
1945 
~ . ' , 
.. ,. ~.' . . 
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NVMBER OF'FAlU~S - ·TYPE OF OPERATOR 
" . ~ 
N' E B :R A' SK A 
.,' . 
Operators - Per Cent 
Number of Farms Owner* Tenant 
12l,525 63.1 36.9 
129,678 61.9 38.1 
124,417 57.1 42.9 
127,734 53.6 46.4 
129,458 52.9 47.1 
·iJ3~616 50.7 49.3 
121,062 47.2 52.8 
i'TA YNE COUNTY 
Operators - Per Cent 
Number of Farms Owner* Tenant 
1,401 40.1 59.9 
1,408 50.7 49.3 
1,2.87 46.9 53.1 
1~393 44.9 55.1 
1~482 41.4 58.6 
1,523 43.1 56.9 
1,451 38.2 61.8 
1,425 
* IlManagers" and. npe.1·t-owners" are included in "owner-operator" column 
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OCCUPANCY OF FARM HOMES -' 1"940 
The owner-tenant occupancy of farm homes naturally corresponds 
closely with the owner-tenant farm operator figures. Some farms have 
more than one house on them thus accounting for differences, which at 
first glance. may seem to be discrepancies. 
High vacancies in some counties reflect the effects of the drouth 
period, in addition to the departure of young men to the armed services. 
Unfortunately, no occupancy figures were given in the 1945 census, 
but vacancies probably increased due to the calling of more young men 
into the service of their country between 1940 and 1945 •. 
The number of farm' homes in each country is shown graphically on 
page 41. Owner-tenant occupancy is shown in map form on page 48, and 
the percentage of homes occupied is presented by counties on page 49. 
, 
" 
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OCCUPANCY 0]' FAR\! HOI..mS - (Counties 1940) 
==========~~====-=--=tt~=="-~=-~:====~==~~=====-====~=========-~--n 
I Number of I----y~ ____ -.- OCClljPied ._. __ 
.Iil-;;KA ==~:~~:- N~~tl:;-ll'~·~;~-t~~3 'r::;~LI 
,Ante101)e 2,245 215 9.6 793 I 39.1,' 1,237 I 51.3 i 
Boone :::::~: 1::: II ::: I :::: Ii ::::: :::: I I :Burt I I I' I 
I Cedar I 2,284', 121 5.3 I 761! 35.2 Ii 1,402 I i I Ii 
Ij Colfax II 1,517 109 7.2 II! 843 I 59.9 I! 
I Durning 2,061 91 4.4 I 1,028 II 52.2 ,: 
11 Dakota I 890 I 53 6.0 Ii 344, 41.1 I! 
I 1,1 II I I I Dixon 1,593 64 4.0 I 599 I 39.2 I 
I Dodge 1,954 II 98 5.0!! 901! 48.51, 
I I I I ,I 
[Knox 2,728 I, 207 7.6 I 899 I 35.711 1,622 
i Madison 2,028 II 13q 6.5 il 822 I 43.4 II 1,074 
I I h I II i Merriok 1,423 146 10.3 II 553 I 43.3 III 
I'l-rance II 1,234 223 18 .. 1 I 334 I 33.0 I II I. II 
!Pierce ,I 1,682 i 83 4.9 Iii 568 I 35.511 1,031 
IP1atte 2,4081 I 237 9.8 ,! 1,036 I 47.7 II 1,135 
I I II I Stanton 1,370 'II 130 9.5 II 555 I 44.8 II 685 45.7 
!~hUrston l,a78 71 5.6', 459 I 38.0 I 748 I 56.4 
Ii Washington ill, 807 II 140 i 7.7 I 812 48.7 855 I 43.6 lL~e~==1 ... 1~536 I 60_l3~9 .1---54:' j _~.1 j 92~J 59.0 
59.5 
565 32.9 
942 43.4 
52.9 493 
56.8 930 
955 46.5 
56.7 
50.1 
724 46.4 
677 48.9 
59.6 
42.5 
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TOTAL NUMBER OF FARM HOMES IN NEBRASKA 
(1940 U. S. CENSUS) 
" 
~gn201-500 
'" 
:. , .~ 
.. 
I I I 
OWNER'-TENANT OCCUPANCY OF NEBRASKA FARM 
(1940- U S. CENSUS) 
SIOUX SHERIDAN CHERR 
~ 
r;;;:;;::: I i I GRANT THOMAS 
BANNER 
• KIMBALL, tED. ., • 
a-TENANT OCCUPIED 
OWNER OCCUPIED 
GARDEN 
• • 
~ .,
ERSON I LOGAN 
ffJ0.. 
• 
... \-,:, LINCOLN. 
PERKINS 
• CHASE f/li'A .,
•D~:~DY ..,i ..... !:.:-
". 
HOMES 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL FARM HOMES OCCUPIED 
SIOUX DAWES 
851 849 
84.3% 
'SHERIDAN 
1309 
88.6'4 
~ 
CHERRY 
-
1351 ............ 
86.7-' 
f""':,---'r------Lr------J GRANT HOOKER THOMA$ 
GARDE.N 133 123 202 
754 . 97.1-, 87.2-1. 98.1% 
93.1'.fo 
BANNER ARTHUR MCPHERSON LOGAN 
334 209 257 296 
82.7'4 96.7'4 '88.6'4 98.0-,. 
-----I CHEYENNE 
I\IMBALL 1069 LINCOLN 
464 89.1'4 DEUEL 2139 
(1940 U. S. CENSUS) 
BROWN 
763 
90.0% 
WAYNE L---1~"""""1 
1476 
96.t% 
~'4 ~2'4 
470 92.0'4 
~----__ ~ ________ _C8:&.~.3~'4~~~=---~j 
.... 
PERKINS BUFFALO 
823 2282 87.6'4 
92.1'4 
CHASE 
735 
91.4'4 
• tiAtt."S<"i FRONTIER 
603 ·'1115. 
86.9'4 . 82.8'4 
CLAY 
1456 
83.8'X, 
DUNDY HARLAN fRANKLIN WEBSTER NUCKOLLS THAYER 
697 1042 11311247 1384 1628 
822'4 1000 0.9'4 81.4'4 80.2'4 84.5'4 90.6'4 
. 83.0 % 
.... ,. 
" .. 
.',-
... 
f, 
) 
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VALUE OF OWNER OCCUPIED HOMES ~ 1940 
Although the average value of owner occupied homes for the state 
was listed as $1,481, attention is called to the following break-down: 
Average Value 
$500 - $999 $1000 .. $1499 
$1500 ... $1999 
$2000 - $2499 
Per Cent 
26.0 
22.7 
13.4 
10.4 
72.5 
Some variation of percentages may exist in individual counties 
but for the most part the county figures correspond rather closely with 
the state averages. 
A comparison of the valuation placed upon these homes compared with 
the age as shown on the following pages i~dicates clearly that new homes 
are needed on many Nebraska farms and that extensive remodeling and 
repair are needed on many more. 
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VALUE OF O~"NER OCCUPIED HOMES 
1940 
II R:ptg. $500 $999 i$1499 __ ~19~~__ $2499 $2999 $399W4!.99 I $7499 $9999 Ave. Value jfNumbei-l! Under $500 I $1000 $1500 $2000 $2500 $300~ i .. ~$;Lj(). 00 i $5000 417500 
I ! I I I NEBRASKA __ 51'044r'821--l-_13'29¥~~~_~818 5,330! 2,595 3,144 1,29H- 9651 121 1,481 
Antelope II 632 71 ! 209 i 1771 72 551 17 18 10 3 I - 1,194 
II I I 
:Boone I! 390 i 16 I 103 ! 83 I 57 59. 23 31 13 I 5 i - 1,622. 
llurt 1/ 551 I 30 I 79 ! 106! 128 98 I 36 31 25 .1 . 17 I . 1 1,808 I' 
Cedar iI' 660 36 I 85 I 157 I 103 86 151 74 37 'I:' 28 I 3 1,951 
! I I i 
Co1f:?,x I 828, 30 147 I 194 I 210 108 l 51 48 27 I 13 1,687 I! 
Cuming I 1,000 'I 32 140 I 200 I 167 173 'I· 85 109 48 I 39 7;-, 1.998 ~ 
Dakota i 326 17 56 i 74 /' 58 36 I 21 32 17 14 1 1~852 I 
Dixon I 555 26 154 I 135, 109 87; I· 18 21 6 7 2 1,474 In 
Dodge 'II 868 42 183 I 217! 123 81 II 62 66 43 40 11 1,879 11'i"' 
I 67S g~ un I 161 I 82 6"3, 2S 4"3 13 6 4 1,377! 
r I I I - I - I - I I I I 
I 703 40 i 18g I 161 ! 92 I 94 . I . 48 47 I 17 15 I 1 1,590, 
Merrick I 428 70 i 87 i 80 I 53 I 53 I 23 32 II 9 15 6, ~,651 
I I I I Nf"Jlce I 323 58 I 99 I 94 33 23 9 3 3 1 - i 1,091 . 
Pierce I 514 49 I 185 I 137 58 I 40 16 21 I 7 1 - i, 224 i 
'I ! 1 I " I 
Platte 905 65 I 217 188 125 I 104 58 80 I 28 34 6 1,723 
Stanton 549 I 31 98 120 81 I 80 I 48 46 28 15 2 1,812 
Thurston 452 98 I 136 I 64 43 I 30, 23 3O! 12 13 3 1,391 
''1 ashington I 776 32 99 216 142 9~ 84 56 34 17 - 1,778 
i'l'ayne I 537 13 64 1 112 134 94 ! 36 42 17 19 6 2,131 
J iii
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AGE OF DiVELLIHG - CORmJCTED TO 1945 
As sho~m on the opposite page, information concerning the year built 
was obtained on 136,955 hones but no information was available on 2,540 others. 
An analysis of the reported ages indicates the following: 
Ages. in Yee.rs Per Cent of Those. Reporting 
26-35 
36-45 
46-55 
56-65 
Over 65 
To tal percent 
over 26 years 
22.97 
24.94 
18.30 
11.02 
3.24 
80.47 
Certainly houses built over 35 years ago need modernization and repair 
I .. 
even though they may n...wo been kel't in good condition. Constant maintenance 
was inwossible financi<?~lly for the most part, (turing the drouth and depression 
years. This lack of r'1aintenance hE!.!'\tened deterioration and as a restllt 
Illc"l.jor repairs are needed for a very high percentaGe of Uebraska farm homes. 
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lTEBRASKA. 
Antelope 
Boone 
Burt 
Cedar 
Colfa..--c 
Cuming 
Dakota 
; Dixon 
Dodge 
I' Knox 
.. Hadison 
Herrick 
Nance 
Pierce 
Platte 
Stanton 
Thurston 
1'1 ashington 
~"ayne 
2. - 10 
4,311 
26 
17 
57 
35 
39 
46 
54 
38 
46 
61 
49 
22 
22 
37 
50 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
27 
59 
54 I 
25 I 
AGE OF D'~TEToLING - YEARS (Corrected to ·1945) 
, "------r,- =:::;,== - 1'- - -
11 ~i _16 - 20 I 26 - __ 2 : ~~ - 4~.=*_::'6_-:...5~_ - 65 4- Over 65 
5,196 7 ,521 'r~--, __ ...21,45g_b'±.12~_-+ 25,065-1..-15-1-088 I 4,432 
26 58 95 'I 430 I 437 I 289" 161 I 21 
I I 
47 73' 127 I 409 616 I 520 - 250 25 
71 69 92 296 I 378 I 461 ' 283 84 
56 105 I 152 540 I 737 I 439 117 66 
53 85 84 240 '\' 364 I 375 224 35 
60 96 102 337 I 357!' 542 425 77 
58 44 66 195' 206 I 124 88 40 I, 
I 
I 
51 50 95 281 438' 394 191 37 0, 
-'vJ 
I 
65 84 86 303 381 454 397 123 
57 105 157 645 770 499 265 43 
75 121 156 417 504 395 206 
43 74 94 302 322 263 161 94 
.27 53. 61 249 332 261 130 
I 
21 
34 54 I ,95 375 513 375 132 
89 122 178 525 555 507 271 
16 
82 
49 82 90 312 363 308 105 28 
64 65 122 463 398 81 15 1 
57 77 92 316 292 381 279 141 
38 59 99 291 501 360 140 19 
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Of the 138,267 homes on which room sizes were reported the state totals 
show the following distribution by percentages. 
Number of Rooms 
1-3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Over 8 
Total 
Per Cent 
10.54 
14.18 
18.12 
20.22 
14.97 
13.20 
8.77 
100.00 
Interesting relationships between the size of the house and type of OCC"lr2ancy 
are shown in the follo\1ing table: 
Size and Occw)ancy of Houses in Use 1940 
Size of House P~r Cent Qf Per Cent Per Cent 
Rooms House Re'p~ Owne;r-Occ"lrl2;!ed Te:nant Occ:gj2ieg. 
1-3 10.5-1 34.9 65.0 
4 14.18 36.2 63.8 
5 18.12 40.2 59.8 
6 20.22 44.1 55.9 
7 14.97 48.8 51.2 
8 13.20 5l t l 47.9 
Over 8 8.77 53.1 46.9 
Tenant occirpancy of houses havinG frO::1 1 to 4 rooms is approximate+.y 30% 
greater than O~lner occupancy. For houses l~yinG 5 to7 rooms the owner-tenant 
occupancy approaches the 47-53 :t>er cent over-a.ll operator average, but for ~ouses .. 
\\'1 th 8 or more rooms o\·mer-occupa::lcy exceeds tenant use by an average of 5ib. 
Otl'),er data which are indicative of :'Jebraska conditions are shown below. 
Persons in 
Household 
1 and 2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 and over 
Persons in Household in Occirpied Houses 1940 
Per Cent ot: 
All Fam:'lies 
25.0 
22.1 
20.5 
14.1 
8.5 
4.7 
5.0 
Per Cent 
O"mer Famil ie s 
51.2 
49.9 
41.7 
41.2 
40.1 
39.9 
37.6 
Per Cent 
Tenant F.g.milie s-
48.8 
55.1 
58.3 
58.8 
59.9 
60.1 
62.4 
Slightly more than 67% of Nebrasl~ farm families are of 4 or less members 
in size. A;')proximately 60% of the larger families are classed as tenants. One 
probable explanation of tlus percentage is the aee at which families have 
acculnulated enough capital to purchase farms. Their c:b..ildren often !1r.'1.ve then 
reached the age ",here they are leaving home for places of their own. 
New or remodeled homes for owners whose families are decreasing need 
particularly careful designing. 
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SIZE OF DWELLUTGS - Number of Rooms 
1940 j---'--------------lr---=T=--=i =''->=-=r-= I - - !. Ove~l :~~KA~:=~_-t,t~'~;~11~'~~:+1 ;:9~ I ro~696~i~2~127-i: 
I I " , I I I II Ante1o:pe ! i 128 I ' 363 I 461' 373 i 334 317 [ 154 
II 
Ii' I 'I' i 474 " I : Boone :l 78 I 247 i 402 -, 346 329 I 215 
Ii Burt ii' 147 I 155 I 311 416 I 291 296 i 178 
Ii I I: I ' 
III' Cedar ,I 118 -: 212 I 390 465 I 363 458 'Ii 257 
!. ,! ii"
II 'I I i i! Colfax ! : 94 i 162 I 231 337' 301 280 ! 104 
11 ! I . I I ! 
II Cuming II 84 ! 150 i 272 437! 396 463 ! 
II Dakota Ii 92 ! 10J, ! 1$6 155 I 133 113 
I! ,I i 
246 
98 
'I D' II 79 140 I, 294 350 j, ~xon II ; 
·1 , • 
'I Dodge ! 6·l: 122 I !I ! i 
:. Knox I 315 391 I 
'I I: I Ii Madison II 103 205 ! 
!i Ii I 
il Merrick I 62 1-19 ! I! I j 
; j Nance !, 50 160 II 249 274 ,I 
:1 I I 
:1 Pierce il 84 1771 300 399 1 
n Platte .11 137 168 i 342 494 I 
II .1,1 I Ii i Stanton I 83 185 223 317 
II Thurston -I' 243 ! 260 I . 269 202 II 
:, I I 
" I 
;1 Washington I 137 i 177 I 313 II 370 ~ 
II Wayne I· 43 I III I 271 343 I ~-:_=:-.:--..::-::=:---:-::=:=-==b-=-:. __ l::=:-:-=:=..~~-d-_-b ____ _ 
262 
307 423 426 
475 550 383 
330 420 351 
262 369 239 
190 
291 
493 
235 
141 
310 
~67 
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261 , , 
I 
378 1 
3791 
t 
i 
372 I 
I 
176 i 
177 I I 
294 1 
i 
199 
223 
203 
218 
162 
115 
127 
500 I 256 I 
2321 9111 1~21 55!! 
2931 181 ! 
306 ! 190 I 
-::::-:=:--=L..:=:::-..=-:.J,j 
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UTILITIES - 1940 
Only 123,927 farm homes reported on utili ties in 1940. Modern 
conveniences in these ho~es are as follows: 
Running Water" 
Flush Toilet 
No toilet or Privy 
Bath tub or Shower 
Central Heat 
Heating Stove 
Other Heat or None 
22.3% 
12.4% 3.7% 
14.17& 
16.3% 
82.3% 
1.4% 
*Water under pressure only. Pitcher or force pump and kitchen sink 
only not included. 
These figures indicate that Nebraska farm homes lack modern conveniences 
to a large degree. No doubt, financial stress and lack of high-line service 
in many areas were responsible for the s~all nUmber of complete plumbing and 
central heat installations. Now with money available and a potential extension 
of rural electrification lines in sight, many families are planning on these 
conVeniences. 
Where funds or circumstances do not permit such installations it is 
doubly important that sanitary privies be constructed. The lack of toilet 
facili ties of any sort cansti tutes a health menace not only to the family 
on that farm but other families in the comnnmity as well. 
The number of farms on which there were no toilet facilities of any kind 
is shown on the map on page 58. 
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UTILITIES 
1940 
_____ ~l~~~f~~·1 R=~ -'r_~!~!t I!; :~~;;t i~~w~~- r C~!~all ----4~-------- . -+-- -=--l---=====-4r==_===':======# 
I 
NEBRASKA 121,062 1
1
3o,791 1,17.113 12.].13 t
i
, 19,357 Ii 20,236 
Antelope 1,940 551 277 59 295 326 
, I I 
II Boone 
I Burt 
I I, Cedar 
I Colfax 
I Cuming 
! j ! Dakota 
Dixon 
Dodge 
Knox 
Madison 
Merriclc 
Nance 
Pierce 
Platte 
Stanton 
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1,475 411 209 
1,793 620 406 
2,464 556 194 
1,874 774 478 
1,238 203 
961 211 129 
1,601 430 166 
2,094, 681 405 
1,218 478 194 
1,100 211 103 
1,577 479 311 
450 255 I 
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45 
, 
297 
241 281 
31 240 
35 456 
139 
31 214 
45 433 
102 221 
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28 213 
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29 196 
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30 250 
89 116 
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284 
409 
244 
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215 
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141 
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I 
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CHEYENNE 
NUMBER OF NEBRASKA FARM HOMES WITH NO' TOI LETS OR. : PRIVIES: 
S~ERIDAN 
54 
~ 
(1940 U. S. CENSUS) 
.c~ERRY 87 _________ 
ARTHUR 
7 
BROWN 241 \
CEDAR. 
38 . 
PIERCE 
29 . WAYNE 
13 
HOOKER GARFIELD WHEELER \ BURT 
4 ~ H .~ 
MC PHERSON 
13 
LOGAN 
7 
CUSTER 
126 
GRI;:ELEY· 60 . 61 
ItlMBAl.\:. I 51 LINCOLN 2' .. 124 
DUNDY 
45 
"' 
FRONTIER CLAY FILLMORE SALINE 
63 60 64 49 
O~[ 
JOHNSO 
29 
HITCHCOCK FRA"JKLlN WEBSTER NUCKOLLS THAYER 
25 209 57 86 27 jPAWNE£ 
47 29 
.. 
'ASHINGTON 
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1940 
_____________ ~ ~.~ c~~~~,Q .-- H~~!;~~:~t~~~---- - Uo-t------Re-·)ort iM __ 
I 
_ NEERA.S~..A _+--.20,236 102 04? ____ t_-_.1 , 644 J~68 
Antelope I 326 1,674 8 22 
Boone 284 1,383 21 24 
Euxt 284 1,422 1 16 
CedaI' 409 1,725 7 22 
Colfax 244 1,147 14 3 
Cuming 472 1,451 33 14 
Dakota 215 612 10 
Dixon 314 1,202 4 9 
Dodge 526 1,312 10 8 
Knox 285 2,182 22 32 
Madison 482 1,375 18 21 
I 
I 
Merrick 348 1,008 17 4 
Nance 111 885 5 10 I 
I Pierce 235 1,344 12 8 I' 
I Platte 558 1,560 34 19 I 
! Stanton 258 973 6 3 
II I Thurston 141 1,050 3 13 
I i'l ashington 411 1,212 9 35 
I i'layne ~ 347 1,115 6 8 
. ___ . __ ._ .. ~ ___ 4_._. _____ ... ~~_ 
-:=.:::-::=-.::::::':::::':':::: .• -+-:.=::...-:-.::..::=.....:.::.:.=.:.:..... . . 
-----
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REFRIGERATION - 1940 
The refrigeration picture as presented on the opposite page 
no doubt will change rapidly as soon as mechanical refrigerators 
are available in quantity. For those homes not reached by electricity, 
gas or fuel oil burning units will be needed. 
The initial cost of these units prohibits their purchase in many 
instances. Nebraska weather has not been conducive to ice harvest for 
many years. Consequently, some method of less expensive or more 
convenient refrigeration is needed throughout the state. The need is 
greater in some counties than others and offers an opportunity for an 
interesting analysis of the reasons for this lack of refrigeration. 
Summer temperatures in Nebraska necessitate some type of refrigeration 
if food spoilage is to be kept at a minimum. 
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REFRIGERATION. 
1940 
~==~-====-======~~.=-=-=--:=-==- ~==~=====4F=====n========n 
------------------
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Antelope 
Boone 
Burt 
Cedar 
Colfax 
Cuming 
Dakota 
Dixon 
Dodge 
Knox 
Madison 
Merrick 
Nance 
Pierce 
Platte 
Stanton 
Thurston 
Washington 
Wayne 
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79 
80 
382 
128 
266 
120 
100 
427 
74 
180 
118 
66 
49 
190 
93 
44 
365 
I 
4.0 
, 4.8 
'i 
22.5 
6.1 
9.3 
13.7 
14.8 
I 6.6 I 
23.4 I 
3.0 
10.1 , 
9.4 
6.7 I 
I 
489 175 1,215 62.1 
119 73 1,397 83.7 
308 227 780 46.0 
193 183 1,617 76.2 
96 465 687 49.9 
I 
72 388 1,264. 65.2 
98 2551 339 41.7 
154 256 1,000 66.2 
I 
326 220 848 46.6 
128 
361 
450 
155 
160 2,117 85.4 
164 1,085 60.6 
43. 641 51.~ 
112 655 I 66.3 
3.1 II 125 25 1,378 87.4 
72 
43 
26 
41 
32 
30 
25 
19 
35 
42 
106 
25 
23 I 
22 
77 
15 
9.1 II 146 389 I 1,369 I 65.4 I 
7.6 I 133 11 153
1
1 846 I 69.1 I 
3.7 II 155. 1931 793 66.9 22 I 
II' 11 I· 22.5 i 269 12 I 973 60.1 48 
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LIGRTI1'TG EQUIPMENT - 1949 
A breakdown of the 1940 figures by ~ercentages is as follows: 
Type of LightiA€ 
Egui;pment 
Electric 
Gas 
Kerosene or Gasoline 
Other 
Percentage of Homes 
Re;porting 
28.5 
2.7 
67.0 
1.8 
A change in these ~ercentages no doubt will occur as aoon as more 
high-lines are built and additional materials for home wiring can be obtained. 
It 1s doubtful, however, whether all Nebraska farm homes ever will be 
electrified. Electric service will reach some slowly due to inaccessibility, 
and finances may prevent some installations entirely. Improved lighting 
equipment is needed badly in many of the ~omes where gas, kerosene or 
gasoline equipment is now used. Also good lighting is not found in all 
homes which are ele~trified. Greater care in the selection and location 
of fixtures can result in better seeing conditions. Bare bulbs or fixtures 
which produce glare or bad shadows are extremely hard on eyes. i'li th the 
right type of fixtures, better lighting often can be obtained for less 
money than when poor fixtures are used. 
Tomorrow's farmers must be better read and better trained than 
yesterday's. If this is to be possible without serious da~ge to the 
eyes, better lighting is essential. 
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Antelope 
Boone 
Burt 
Cedar 
Colfax 
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LIGHTING EQ,UIPM'E1TT 
1940 
- -- - --- -------- -----;- - .. -~ ... -~-- -- 1------
Electric ~ f--~s 
-- -=-:-_::c:..:=_:==--:-
..:.-:-__ ..J __ 
- -
39,201 28.5 1~~24 
--------.--. -----------r.-------
306 13.8 48 
397 19.0 41 
825 
I 46-.31 
13 
631 28.1 34 
475 31.5 67 
1,035 50.6 76 
1 
312 
1 
35.8 10 
374 23.7 21 I 
842 43.4 44 
374 13.9 37 
604 30.51 58 
386 II 46 27.4 II 
19.0 II 230 
I 
13 
I I' 
,I 312 18.811 63 
I 835 35.4 50 
279 20.4 58 
I I I 194 15.3 4 
I ' 718 40.4 'I 123 
454 30.0 1 51 
Ii 
--t-- --- .-~ - --c---- -- -- --
Kerosene or 
Gasoline Ojjher_ ~ot R-(lt.Q"_ -
- --
- -~-~ 
91,962 2466 0.142 
I 
1 
1,843 16 32 
1,623 23 36 
I 
939 5 20 
1,540 43 36 
945 20 , 10 
924 10 16 
541 9 18 
1,158 23 17 
1,034 19 15 
I 29 I 2,265 23 
I I 1,295 23 48 
I 965 12 14 I 
I 
I 954 - 13 24 
1,247 42 18 
I 
1,395 78 50 
, 
1,022 7 4 
1 1,065 I 4 11 
I 
849 I 89 28 
I 
990 19 22 
I 
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OOOKING lrUEL - 1940 
The various types of cooking fuels \'Iere distributed as follows: 
Ooal or Ooke 
Wood 
Gas 
Electricity 
Kerosene or Gasoline 
Other 
None 
I 
Per Oent 
17.7 
66.6 
1.5 
0.8 
8.4 
4.9 
0.1 
Undoubtedly the use of gas and electricity will increase rapidly but 
attention is called to the 66.6~ reporting wood as a fuel. If it is 
necessary for a relatively large number of farm families to burn wood, 
attention to their farm wood lots probably.is needed. 
The large number reporting "none" is confusing at first glance but 
when the location of such answers is studied a probable expl~nation would 
indicate tr~t these houses are occupied ~J hired help who are fed at a 
central mess. 
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! C03~ or 
Coke 
- -=. 
NEBRASKA 21,932 
A..'1telope 91 
:Boone 586 
-
:Burt 15 
Cedar 125 
Colfax: 48 
Cuming 41 
I Dakota. 43 
Dixon II 43 I Dodge 
II 
181 
I 
Knox 91 
I I Madison I 235 I I 
I 76 Merrick I 
I Nance 58 
I Pierce 86 
Platte 399 
Stanton 28 
Thurston 17 
1/fashington 68 
'tlayne 90 
COOKING FUEL 
1940 
~'1ood I' Gas 
_1 __ - Elect. 
82,437 1,898 991 
1846 , 10 2 
959 I 18 6 
1,477 11 10 
1,614 I 8 -
1,198 I 8 4 I I 
1,747 I 18 8 
700 I 31 5 1,255 10 1 I 
1,413 14 39 
2,279 3 6 
I 1,514 21 17 I 
I I 6 1,107 I 10 I 928 1 3 
1,171 I 4 1 
1,609 10 19 
! 
1,165 I 3 2 
737 11 1 
1,394 10 23 
1,148 11 1 
~. 
Kerosene o~-r 
_~asoline + Other 
--
10~357 6,048 
38 19 
99 14 
I 23 166 
31 365 
13 130 
19 114 
32 13 
34 175 I 
I I I 28 172 I I i 
I 28 I 85 I I I I I 53 36 I I I 
. I I 67 -
. I I 8 
- I 
37 286 I I 
43 48 
, 
I 
22 , 8 I I 
45 385 I I I 45 
I 
80 I 
I 
I 29 188 I 
- I 
None 
f---
175 
1 
-
-
2 
1 
3 
-
1 
1 
-
-
1 
-
4 
7 
-
1 I 
1 
-
Not 
Rptg. 
15.657 
23 
30 
21 
18 
6 
20 
13 
10 
8 
29 
20 
10 
13 
10 
36 
12 
10 
46 
9 
-
--:: 
I 
! 
i 
I 
I 
, 
I 
C1'\ 
\Jl 
I 
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NUMBER OF li]]lJ3RA.SKA HO~lES 
NEEDING 
l-IA.JOR REPAIRS - 1940 
On the opposite page arc shown the homes by counties listed 
by the Census Bureau as needing major repairs. Such classifica-
tion is made "when parts of the structure such as floors, roof, 
plaster, walls, or fO'U...'Ildations required repairs or replacements, 
the continued neglect of which would impair the soundness of the 
structure and create a hazard,., to its safety,:(3,s a place' of resi-
dence. n 
No doubt some ropairs have been made since J.940 but obseles-
cence also had advanced during the war years when no ~Aterials 
were available. 
These figures along with those on preceding pages plus 
individual observations offer an excellent medium of analysis of 
construction work needed in each county . 
.An educational program in which count~T agents I local materials 
dealers, carpenters, and farm families participated would prove 
effective in most rural areas of the state. 
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